Modern powertrains are highly complex systems whose development requires careful tuning of hundreds of parameters, called calibrations. These calibrations determine essential vehicle attributes such as performance, dynamics, fuel consumption, emissions, noise, vibrations, harshness, etc. This paper presents a methodology for automatic generation of calibrations for a powertrain-abstraction software module within the powertrain software of hybrid electric vehicles. This module hides the underlying powertrain architecture from the remaining powertrain software. The module encodes the powertrain's torquespeed equations as calibrations. The methodology commences with modeling the powertrain in MapleSim, a multi-domain modeling and simulation tool. Then, the underlying mathematical representation of the modeled powertrain is generated from the MapleSim model using Maple, MapleSim's symbolic engine. Maple is further used to manipulate the powertrain equations to produce the representation required for calibrations extraction. The methodology has been applied successfully in a research project with a large automotive OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer), leading to significant improvements in the calibrations generation process. It has since been integrated into the OEM's model-based development process.
Introduction

Motivation
Model-based design is a prevalent paradigm in development of embedded control systems across industries. As with any development paradigm, its industrial success depends largely on the practicality of supporting tools [1] . Matlab/Simulink has been a de facto standard for design and analysis of embedded automotive systems. While both controller design and plant modeling can be performed within Matlab/Simulink, tools exist that are better suited for plant modeling and analysis than Matlab/Simulink. MapleSim [2] by Maplesoft is one of them. MapleSim is a tool for modeling and simulation of physical systems, with the powerful underlying symbolic mathematical engine Maple. It offers the flexibility of component-based modeling that, combined with the Maple's symbolic capabilities, enables the development of highly accurate and customizable models, leading to reduced development costs. Furthermore, MapleSim's symbolic capabilities, including symbolic simplification and symbolic optimization of generated code, enable complex models to be simulated at speeds that allow real-time simulation for Hardware-In-the-Loop testing. The tool has been used in different industries, including safety critical industries [3] . Furthermore, the tool has been applied in powertrain modeling and analysis [4, 5, 6] . For example, [4] uses MapleSim/Maple for modeling and rapid prototyping of a powertrain.
In model-based development, the calibration process makes up a significant portion of overall development efforts [7] . The calibration process deals with tuning system parameters-calibrations-to meet multiple requirements. Within the powertrain controls, calibrations typically reflect parameters (e.g., filters' parameters, delays, thresholds, etc.) that are used for fine-tuning performance, fuel-efficiency, safety and drivability of vehicles. Our work focuses on generating calibrations for a module of the Hybrid Powertrain Controller (HPC), the main controller within the powertrain control software of a hybrid electric vehicle. The module captures the powertrain's equations of motion expressing a desired set of torques as a function of a different set of torques and speeds. The coefficients in these equations are called Torque Speed Coefficients calibrations or TSC cals. The module effectively represents a powertrain-abstraction layer (in software engineering terms, a hardware hiding module [8] ) within the powertrain software that hides the deployed powertrain architecture from the remaining powertrain software, allowing for a high degree of software reuse across different powertrain architectures in multiple vehicle designs.
Our approach for automatic calibrations generation of the TSC cals for the HPC controller is as follows. First, a model representing a low-fidelity, rigid body dynamics of the powertrain is developed in MapleSim from the powertrain schematics. Then, MapleSim's underlying computation engine, Maple, is used to automatically generate symbolic equations representing the behavior of the system. Maple is further used to manipulate the equations to produce a form suitable for easy extraction of the relevant coefficients representing the desired calibrations. We note that only steady-state responses are considered: the models corresponding to each of the plausible modes of operation of a powertrain are considered without analyzing the transient responses as the calibrations of interest do not depend on the transient response of the powertrain.
Prior Work
Model calibration is the process of adjusting parameters of a model so that it complies with a reference system [9] . The reference system can be either the actual physical system or a trusted reference model. MapleSim and Maple have been previously used in the calibration phase of a lithium-ion battery modeling [10] to estimate the parameters of a MapleSim model of the lithium-ion battery. In that work, the homotopy optimization method of [11] was used to match the model's input/output behavior to experimental data. Our work, however, does not involve a parameter estimation approach that uses an optimization method to minimize the difference between the model's input/output behaviour and experimental data. Instead, our reference model is a low-fidelity model of a physical powertrain. The model's underlying mathematical representation is then generated automatically using Maple. Maple is further used to manipulate the representation to an appropriate set of equations so that the coefficients of the equations represent the calibrations of interest.
Contributions
This paper presents a novel approach in the generation of the TSC calibrations for powertrain controllers. The generation is highly automatic: after the model of a powertrain architecture is developed in MapleSim, a generic script template is adapted for the specific architecture to pick out the relevant coefficients from the (automatically generated) mathematical representation of the modeled system. The practicality of the approach has been validated in an industrial setting: the calibrations generation process has been integrated into the existing model-based development process of a large automotive OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) proving to be superior to the previously used calibrations generation process. Moreover, although our work focuses on the calibration phase of controller synthesis in the modelbased development using a low-fidelity plant model of the powertrain developed from its schematics, this MapleSim model can be reused in plant modeling and analysis after being appropriately augmented with additional details to provide a higher-fidelity plant model of the powertrain model. It can then be used in a number of applications, including high-performance real-time hardware simulations, thanks to Maple's powerful symbolic engine.
In the following sections, we first summarize the capabilities of the MapleSim/Maple environment. Then, the calibrations generation methodology is presented and demonstrated on a simple transmission, and its industrial application on a real-world powertrain of a hybrid electric vehicle is illustrated. Further, the integration of the methodology into the existing model-based development process of our industrial partner is detailed. Finally, we offer some useful insights into benefits and limitations of the methodology, and then conclude the paper with avenues for future work.
Tools
The Matlab/Simulink environment offers excellent capabilities for modeling, simulation and analysis of embedded systems. Once a physical system is decomposed into block diagram structures with causal interactions, it can be efficiently modeled within the Matlab/Simulink framework. Often, a significant effort in terms of analysis and analytical transformations is needed to obtain a model in this form. Furthermore, this effort is error-prone. In order to allow reuse of component models, the equations could be stated in a neutral form without making assumptions on the order of computations. This, so-called acausal modeling, allows for describing a system's physical structure and essence as opposed to an algorithmic procedure or structure. Acausal modeling languages allow use of an object-oriented representation that permits an intuitive definition of a system model by graphically describing its topology-components can be connected and their relationship defined without a need to make a decision regarding which signals are inputs and which are outputs.
While Matlab/Simulink supports causal modeling essentially describing system behaviour-with a main emphasis on what the system does-acausal modeling tools like MapleSim, Dymola, SimulationX and AMESim emphasize what the system represents. It should be noted that Matlab/Simulink's framework also recently provided a means for acausal modeling, using Simscape. However, the core benefit of using MapleSim for the purpose of this work is its underlying symbolic engine, Maple, which ultimately provides the means to retrieve model's equations in their symbolic form, together with the seamlessly integrated environment (between Maple and MapleSim) to efficiently manipulate and analyze them-which Simscape does not. As a consequence, MapleSim, together with Maple, could be a great addition to an already existing Simulink-based toolchain. It provides connectivity to Simulink, whether it is achieved by exporting models into S-functions or using Functional Mockup Interface (FMI).
Within MapleSim, engineers create the system diagram on-screen and the model equations are generated automatically. The equations can be viewed and manipulated within the Maple environment, where engineers can take advantage of Maple's standard packages for dynamic system analysis, optimization, statistics, and more. The Maple programming language can be used to further manipulate and create applications around developed models. MapleSim builds on Maple's numeric and symbolic computation to perform simulations of complex models. The equations generated from the model are simplified symbolically and higher index DAEs (Differential Algebraic Equations) are reduced using Maple's index reduction algorithms, which also remove redundant equations and flag inconsistencies within the model. The simplified model is numerically simulated, with compilation options for further gain in speed of execution. MapleSim has the ability to convert models to C code using Maple's code generation and optimization tools. Maplesoft also offers numerous toolboxes for export of models into various simulation environments such as Simulink, Lab-VIEW (a graphical programming environment for measurement, testing and modeling of control systems) and ControlDesk (dSPACE's experiment software for electronic control unit (ECU) development and validation).
Calibrations Generation
In this section we will describe the methodology used to obtain the TSC calibrations. First, the problem is precisely defined and the limitations of the previous solution are explained. Then, the steps of the proposed methodology are described using a simplified transmission.
Problem Statement
The main controller within the powertrain software of electrified vehicles of our industrial partner, a large automotive OEM, optimizes the vehicle's energy consumption (fuel economy) and drivability. The controller is called the Hybrid Powertrain Controller (HPC) and is implemented in Matlab/Simulink. A module of the HPC captures powertrain's dynamics relating the powertrain's speeds and torques. The module represents a powertrain-abstraction layer within the controller-it encodes the powertrain architecture using a set of calibrations, so-called Torque Speed Coefficients calibrations or TSC cals, so that the rest of the powertrain software is not aware of the underlying powertrain architecture and can therefore be reused throughout different powertrain architectures.
In the original calibrations generation process of the OEM, for a given powertrain architecture, the powertrain's dynamics relating powertrain's speeds and torques were represented using symbolic, manually derived equations within hand-coded Matlab's scripts. Using Matlab's symbolic solver, the TSC calibrations were then generated as relevant coefficients from these equations. The approach suffered from a number of issues. The manual derivation of speed-torque dependencies for each powertrain configuration using schematics is a tedious, timeconsuming, and error-prone process. An in-house tool was used to validate the calibrations derived manually. However, the tool had many drawbacks that eventually rendered it inadequate for use in the calibrations generation process. Most notably, the tool lacked proper debugging facilities. Furthermore, the tool did not provide support for all typical powertrain components (e.g., one-way clutches were not natively supported), and was unintuitive to use.
Given the aforementioned drawbacks of the described manual calibrations generation process, we seek for a highly automated calibrations generation methodology whose application will result in a substantial reduction of modeling and analysis efforts, as well as significantly decrease the potential for errors.
Methodology
This section presents our proposed methodology to tackle the presented problem. We use a four-speed automatic transmission from [12] as a simple running example.
First, we define the inputs to the methodology. The schematic of the powertrain is an input to the methodology. The schematic of the example four-speed automatic transmission is shown in Figure 1 . The transmission consists of five clutches, each of which can be either locked or unlocked. This allows for different gear ratios between the input and the output of the transmission which, in turn, allow for different modes of operation. P Gn represents a planetary gear composed of ring, carrier, and sun gears (Rn, Cn, and Sn, respectively). Clutches C123, C34, and CR can directly connect the respective gears to the engine (input in the figure). Clutches C1R and C24 are used to ground the gears by locking them to the transmission casing. Next, the desired calibrations are defined for each mode. The fourspeed automatic transmission has five modes of operation:
• C1R and C123 locked; other clutches unlocked,
• C24 and C123 locked; other clutches unlocked,
• C34 and C123 locked; other clutches unlocked,
• C34 and C24 locked; other clutches unlocked, • C1R and CR locked; other clutches unlocked.
For conciseness of exposition, we illustrate how calibrations are defined on only one mode of the four speed transmission, the mode Gear 2. As shown in Figure 2 
(1)
Now that the inputs to the methodology (the powertrain schematic, modes and desired calibrations) have been defined, we outline the steps of the proposed methodology.
Modeling Powertrain in MapleSim.
In the first step of the methodology, the powertrain architecture is modeled from its schematic using MapleSim. Figure 3 contains the (non-linear) MapleSim model of the schematic powertrain from Figure 1 . In the figure, T1 and T2 are the input and output torques, respectively, and I1 represents the input inertia.
2. Generating Powertrain Modes. The MapleSim models corresponding to different modes of the powertrain are generated manually from the model in Figure 3 by locking/unlocking clutches. A locked clutch corresponds to a rigid connection and an added torque sensor, while unlocking a clutch includes removing the clutch and the connections on either side of the clutch. The MapleSim model of the Gear 2 mode of the four-speed transmission is shown in Figure 4 . In the figure, T I and T O represent the input and output torques, respectively; TS1 and TS2 are torque sensors; F1 represents ground, while G1 represents a gain.
Generating Equations and Extracting Calibrations.
Equations defining the dynamics of the powertrain in a mode are automatically generated from the corresponding MapleSim model, in a fully symbolic and parametrized form, using Maple. Each of the MapleSim models representing a mode of a given powertrain has a Maple script attached to it. The script automates the manipulation of the corresponding mode's equations to a form needed to retrieve the desired calibrations. For Gear 2, the equations governing the behaviour of the model of Figure 4 are manipulated into the form given by Equations 1, 2, and 3. We next explain the Gear 2 script in more detail, focusing on its most important parts.
a. First, Maple's GetEquations command in Figure 5 generates a mathematical representation of a physical system represented using MapleSim-the command retrieves the set of equations underlying the MapleSim system from Fig c. The set of equations generated in a) is reduced to only include the equations containing the variables of interest defined in Figure 6 . The corresponding part of the script and the resulting equations are shown in Figure 7 . e. Using Maple's solve command, the equations are solved symbolically (Figure 8 ) for the defined solving variables and intermediary variables (not including the variables of interest that are not solving variables-i.e., TCR, TCR1 , TC34 and Ti). Next, the relevant dependencies for the solving variables are extracted from the resulting equations ( Figure 9 ). The resulting dependencies of interest for the solving variables TC123, TC24, and To, shown as matrices, can be seen in Figure 10 . f. Finally, the parameter values for the gear ratios, inertias, and damping are substituted in to obtain the numeric calibration coefficients. For instance, the calibration value for To from Ti is -1.45 (i.e. To = −1.45· Ti), as shown in Figure 11 .
The script is generic and self-documenting. For other modes of the same architecture, the only trivial change is the choice of solving variables.
4.
Printing. The same Maple script generates the calibrations in a ".m" (Matlab file) format as seen in Figure 11 . These numerical calibrations can then used by a Simulink controller model for code generation, compilation, and eventual real-time execution of the controller's functionality. 
Industrial Application
Application on Real-World Powertrain
The proposed methodology is scalable to most conventional or hybrid powertrain architectures that are currently used in the automotive industry. It has already been successfully implemented on three industrial hybrid powertrain configurations. To illustrate the methodology on a real-world application, we apply the methodology to an industrial powertrain configuration, a two-mode Electrically Variable Transmission (EVT). However, for confidentiality reasons, we disclose neither the powertrain schematics, nor the details of all the steps of the methodology applied on it. We merely intend to show that the methodology scales to production-scale applications. Moreover, its benefits are far more obvious on the real-world example given that the relevant speedtorque dependencies are far more complex than for the simple example of the four-speed automatic transmission.
We focus on Step 3 of the methodology (generating relevant equations). The script described in the previous section (for the four-speed automatic transmission), only slightly modified, is used to generate equations for the EVT. The major difference between the two scripts is the choice of solving variables, as highlighted in Figure 12 . This configuration is much more involved than the simple example of the four-speed automatic transmission. It includes 5 relevant speed variables, 7 torques, 2 accelerations, 8 inertias, and 5 dampeners. The diff command is used to calculate the partial derivative of the speed variables n3(t) and n5(t)) with respect to time, resulting in accelerations n3 dot(t) and n5 dot(t)), respectively. Some of the equations that define the behaviour of one of the modes of the EVT are shown in Figure 13 . In the equations, T i, ni, and ni dot refer to torque, speed, and acceleration variables at node i, respectively. Ii, Bi, and β refer to inertia, dampening, and gear ratios, respectively. 
Integration into Existing Process
The calibrations generation methodology has been integrated into the model-based development process of our industrial partner. The resulting process is depicted using the process flowchart in Figure 14 . It consists of the following phases:
1. Model the powertrain in MapleSim from its schematic.
2. For each mode of the configuration, the required torque and speed equations governing its behaviour are generated manually, using the laws of motion. In parallel with the manual derivation, the torque and speed equations are automatically generated from the MapleSim model of each of the modes using the methodology presented in this paper.
3. The manually derived equations are compared to the automatically generated equations. A mismatch indicates an error in either manual derivation or automatic generation. The engineer then troubleshoots, and corrects any issues. Once the equations are identical, calibrations are automatically generated from the retrieved equations.
In summary, our methodology is currently employed in the existing calibrations generation process as part of calibrations validation: the manually derived equations representing the behaviour of a powertrain are validated against equations generated using MapleSim/Maple in our methodology. If the equations match, the calibrations are automatically printed into an ".m" file.
For the two-mode EVT from the previous section representing a realworld industrial example, the calibrations generation process as depicted in Figure 14 takes one day. In comparison, the application of the original calibrations generation process that used an in-house tool for validation took five days. Moreover, for more complex models, which may include a higher number of clutches, planetary gears, inertias, etc., the presented calibrations generation methodology shows even greater reduction in modeling and validation efforts, while being far less error-prone. It is worth noting that, for the two-mode EVT, the methodology requires insignificant computing resources. More precisely, the solve command, by far the most resource-intensive constituent of the methodology, takes only 63 ms of CPU time and 7.56 MB of memory on an Intel Core i5-3570K quad-core 3.4 GHz machine with 16 GB of RAM to solve the system of 258 equations underlying the EVT. Since the solve command can easily handle large systems of thousands of equations, the methodology is easily scalable to considerably more complex powertrains.
Finally, we note that the current application of the methodology as shown in Figure 14 represents merely part of a transition leading to a new calibrations generation process relying solely on the methodology: after the engineers get used to using the tool and increase their confidence in the modeling and calibrations generation using MapleSim/Maple as proposed in this paper, the process from Figure 14 will collapse to our methodology.
Discussion
The introduction of a symbolic physical modeling tool into the controller synthesis process of a large OEM provides significant reduction in the calibrations generation efforts, while providing greater confidence in the correctness of the generated calibrations. Once the calibrations have been generated for a given powertrain architecture, in the case when the architecture undergoes modifications, engineers can easily change the MapleSim model accordingly, and re-run the Maple script (potentially, slightly modified) instead of manually re-analyzing a model and re-calculating the calibrations. In a similar manner, the Maple script requires only trivial modifications to be applied to it in order to be used for the calibrations generation for a different architecture.
The models used for calibrations generation in this paper are highlevel models of powertrain transmissions: they depict only mechanical, rigid-body dynamics of a transmission incorporating basic models of clutches, gear sets, and shafts, including their corresponding inertia and damping parameters. For this particular application, higher fidelity is not required. However, MapleSim can also be used in plant modeling and analysis-in fact, this is exactly where it excels. More precisely, the high-level model of a powertrain, as used in this paper for controller synthesis, can be used as an initial model to be refined into higher-fidelity MapleSim models of the plant that would then be used in real-time simulations, sensitivity analysis, parameter estimation, HIL (Hardware-in-the-Loop) testing, etc. This would allow for a tighter integration of tools in a company's toolchain.
Further, given the complementary roles of MapleSim and Simulink, as well as the ubiquity of Simulink, the integration of MapleSim with Simulink-based toolchain is very important. MapleSim and Simulink can be integrated using Maplesoft's MapleSim Matlab Connector [13] . The tool is capable of exporting MapleSim models to Simulink: it generates S-function blocks from MapleSim models so that they can then be included within Simulink models. Furthermore, Maplesoft's MapleSim Connector for FMI [13] provides a means for simulation/co-simulation with numerous free and commercial symbolic/numeric physical modeling tools for seamless integration with the existing toolchain using the FMI (Functional Mockup Interface) standard [13] .
The correctness of the calibrations generated using the methodology depends on the correctness of symbolic transformations performed by Maple's engine. Having a symbolic model (and Maple's symbolic engine) at hand provides the means for automatic verification and validation of transformations of symbolic equations to calibrations using automated theorem provers (e.g., PVS [14] , Coq [15] ). Preliminary work on this topic appears in [16] . Using this method could help to eliminate tool related single-points of failure in the calibrations generation process for safety critical applications.
Conclusions and Future Work
A novel methodology for automatic generation of calibrations for powertrain controllers was presented. The methodology has been shown to significantly reduce the time required to generate calibrations for a module of the main powertrain controller within hybrid electric vehicles. Additionally, it reduces human error, which is a common source of error present in the manual calibrations generation process. As the approach is based on the Maple/MapleSim environment, integration with existing model-based development processes and tool chains is made easier with tools such as Maplesoft's MapleSim Matlab Connector and MapleSim Connector for FMI. In the event that the methodology is not completely integrated, it still provides a powerful tool for independent verification of manually generated calibrations.
One of the drawbacks of the methodology is the learning curve of the Maple/MapleSim environment. A non-shallow understanding of it is required to adapt the scripts and models to new powertrain architectures. To remedy this issue, the following steps can be taken in future work:
1. Generating (linear) MapleSim models representing modes of operation of a powertrain from a generic, non-linear MapleSim model of the powertrain is currently done manually. This process could be automated by modifying the underlying code of the non-linear MapleSim model to generate all the feasible modes of operation automatically.
2. The scripts can be improved to further automate the process. A simple user interface could be created that would allow a user to provide only the MapleSim model of the powertrain and then select the calibrations that need to be extracted.
